
Cues for product 
promotion 

idea generation 



Background of this facilitation
technique

These cards are to be used as cues to generate new ideas for product 
promotion campaigns.

This is a collection of pictures taken from Dutch television by Nel Mostert. 

This method was made by me to facilite a workshop where the team wanted 
to generate ideas how to advertise their product. The first session I used this 
technique was for a new Knorr soup product. Afterwards I used it for other 
sessions where the participants wanted to generate an idea to 
advertise/promote their product. 
They all very much enjoyed using these pictures and they thought it was a 
great stimulus to see what type of promotion fits their product. That 
discussion in itself was very interesting to the team and helped them to 
further define the best way to get the message of the product accross to the 
consumers. 

I hope this technique will be a good addition to your facilitation kit!



How to use it

Print the pictures. 
Place each picture on a flipover. 
Display them on the wall. 
Participants walk by them and add ideas to the 
flipover.
When everybody is finished, together read all 
flipovers and select the best option(s).



Show with/without



Show pack and end result



Use animals



Target young people



Ask famous DJ to make the music



Exaggerate!



Become part of the product



Become the product



Mix & Match



Show the people behind the product



Show children’s health after 
using the product



Compare the activity with enjoying 
nature and health sports



Invent a character



Make an App



Only use text, or use text to explain



Show product in purest form



Show use/taste enjoyment



Enlarge the key ingredients



Go back to the old times



Show a child using the product



Figurative



Use love



Sexy demo



Personalise the key attribute in your 
product and make it talk to you



Have a Hero telling how to use the 
product



Cartoon



Show a child telling her father how to 
use the product



Show facts



Show what the experts think of it



Make it a party



Make it mystic



Make it YOU, who you are



Show the benefit of the differentiator



Use a celebrity to show the benefit



Ask your team members to spend one
evening in front of the TV and

make their own set of pictures! 



Show which mixing elements make the 
dish


